
Allen Robinson is a stuntman, stunt coordinator and speaks to 

organizations on how to Fear Less and Live More.  

“When the end credits role, will you have lived life to the fullest?” – 

AR 

Living life to the fullest he has done. He has over 150 feature films, 

television and commercial credits. Allen has had the pleasure of 

working with some of Hollywood’s great actors, writers and 

directors.  

Starting in the entertainment industry in 1985, Allen has done it all 

from crashing cars, motorcycle stunts, fights, high falls, and has even 

performed a record bungee jump. These are among many of his diverse skills.  

His creativity, safe work practices and proven track record make him well respected in the business.  

One of the first big feature films in Allen’s career turned out to be a forever classic and one of several 

films where he stunt-doubled Tom Hanks. In Forrest Gump, you’ve seen Allen run from a pickup truck 

and get shot “in the Buh-tocks.”  

He has doubled other notable actors such as Anthony Perkins, Timothy Olyphant (“Justified”), Tommy 

Flanagan (“Sons of Anarchy”) and Jim Carrey a few times as well.  

When coordinating feature films like State of Play, Get Smart, Blades of Glory, Poseidon, Memoirs of a 

Geisha and Polar Express, Allen has helped actors to manage fear as they work through action scenes.  

Allen is often the go-to guy when people all over the world need guidance through a risky sport like 

skydiving, hot air ballooning, bungee jumping, rappelling and zip line design. He is a professional 

skydiver and parachute-rigger and has a pilot rating for flying hot air balloons.  

Allen’s current passion is to share his techniques to change how we interpret fear in our lives though 

speaking to large and small groups.  

When not filming or speaking, Allen volunteers as a Flood and Swift Water Rescue Technician with 

TEXSAR (Texas Search and Rescue). Allen resides in the Hill country near Austin, Texas with his wife, dogs 

and horses. 

Contact: Allen@AllenRobinson.com  

818 406 1161 

AllenRobinson.com 
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